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iView Systems Announces Foxwoods Resort
Casino Enhances iTrak Incident Reporting
Platform Installation With iDVR Acquire(TM)
OAKVILLE, ONTARIO -- (MARKET WIRE) -- 10/23/07 -- Foxwoods
Resort Casino, the largest Casino destination in the world has deployed the
first release of iView's iDVR Acquire module into the existing iTrak(TM)
Incident Reporting Platform. iDVR Acquire integrates into American
Dynamics Intellex Digital Video Management System for media (pictures, video) acquisition.
Intellex is a digital video management system that combines multiplexing, simultaneous display of live
video, play back video, audio and text, while hosting multiple remote users, archiving and Smart
Searching, all while recording from up to 16 cameras.
The iTrak Incident Reporting & Risk Management System provides security and surveillance departments
with a complete integrated risk management tool. It replaces traditional inefficient and unreliable paper
based systems, enabling more effective deployment of available resources.
The iDVR Acquire module plugs directly into the iTrak media interface allowing media capture via the
Intellex Digital Video Management System for daily logs, incident reports, subjects and more.
"I am extremely pleased with the ease of integration with iView's iDVR Acquire module and our American
Dynamics Intellex Digital Video Management System. This initial integration paves the way for our future
visions of a single platform for all our current and future software programs and operating systems." said
Timothy Bohr, Director of Surveillance, Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation, Foxwoods Resort Casino.
"We're pleased that the Intellex digital management system can provide the essential backbone to support
such powerful integration." said Jim Kelly, Vice President of Americas Sales.
"As the size and complexity of the security and surveillance role increases, personnel require integrated
solutions to better protect people, property and assets. The iDVR Acquire module for the iTrak platform
provides key time saving single platform media capture to the American Dynamics Intellex security and
surveillance marketplace." said Martin Drew, President of iView Systems.
About iDVR Acquire
Offering complete flexibility and ease of use, the iDVR Acquire module is an ideal digital solution for
Intellex based gaming, banking, retail and loss prevention environments. By integrating directly via the
Intellex Software Development Kit (SDK), the iDVR Acquire module provides intuitive software for
complete digital media management from the iTrak Incident Reporting & Risk Management Platform. It
allows individuals to quickly and effectively search and isolate video events from Intellex Digital Video
installations from any number of cameras and clip images directly into the iTrak media interface.

About Foxwoods
Foxwoods comprises six casinos that collectively offer more than 7,400 slot machines and an incredible
388 tables for 17 different types of table games, including 76 for poker. There's a luxurious, high-tech Race
Book as well as the world's largest Bingo Hall. Foxwoods is the largest resort casino in the world with
340,000 square feet of gaming space in a complex that covers 4.7 million square feet. More than 40,000
guests visit Foxwoods each day.
Accommodations at the resort total 1,416 guest rooms and suites, including the 312-room Great Cedar
Hotel, the 280-room Two Trees Inn, and the Grand Pequot Tower, with 824 rooms. For conventions and
group events, Foxwoods features more than 55,000 square feet of meeting space and 25 conference rooms.
www.foxwoods.com
About Tyco International's American Dynamics(TM) CCTV and video technologies
Tyco International's American Dynamics CCTV and video technologies have earned a reputation for
innovation and reliability around the globe. With pioneering breakthroughs in security technology, the
American Dynamics brand has always been at the forefront of the industry with the most popular and easy
to use digital video management system in the industry: Intellex®. The American Dynamics portfolio also
includes a comprehensive selection of domes, cameras, matrix switchers, keyboards, multiplexers,
monitors and video accessories-everything required for a complete, state of the art video surveillance
system. With a powerful integration platform, American Dynamics solutions work seamlessly with
Software House and Kantech access control products, as well as other important business applications, to
provide customers with greater ease of operation and faster access to the information they need in critical
situations.
For more information on American Dynamics CCTV and video solutions, visit
www.americandynamics.net.
About iView
iView Systems addresses the needs of multiple industries for a single desktop incident management and
reporting system, providing both an incident and subject centric solution. iView's core product (iTrak) was
developed with extensive consultation with the security and surveillance marketplace. iView Systems has
rapidly attained industry recognition for its unique solutions and now provides incident reporting, dispatch
and visitor management platforms and services to the global security marketplace, including the gaming,
banking, corporate security and other loss prevention environments. iView Systems is dedicated to
maintaining a consultative process with its clients to ensure that all deployments are optimised to meet their
specific requirements, through design, configuration, deployment and post deployment project processes.
iView Systems is located in Oakville, Ontario, Canada.
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